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Picower Foundation's Mind Boggling Short Term Investment Gains
--------------------------------Executive Summary
I have reviewed the Picower Foundation IRS 990 filing for the last seven years. I found one case
where the cost basis of a capital gain is not consistent with the stock history. I found four cases where a
stock suddenly appears in the portfolio showing a purchase date years earlier, but is not included in the
portfolio for the earlier years. Some of this has been noted before by a Madoff researcher, but I have
made some new discoveries, including strong evidence of systematic backdating fraud in the
foundation's investments.
In my review I found that every stock purchased (total of 27) in the last seven years appears to
have been backdated. With backdating it's easy to pick (short term) winners because it's like betting on
a race after it has been run. The 2001 990 short term (unrealized gain) record looks a little suspect
showing nine stock purchased that year and all nine rise substantially (18% to 53%) in the following
months. By 2007 the case for fraud is overwhelming. From 2001 thru 2007 27 stocks total have been
added to the portfolio and every single one (all 27) rose substantially (14% to 127%) from the purchase
date to Dec 31 of the purchase year. (Madoff's fabricators were not subtle, apparently their guidance
from either Bernie Madoff or Jeffry Picower was never show a loss when adding a stock to the
portfolio. I guess they counted on grantees not checking their 990s' too carefully. The Madoff Trustee
alleges that Picower "dominated" his Madoff accounts and "directed" the stock purchases.)
I also found little kickbacks to Ruth Madoff in the Picower Foundation grantee list.
-----------------------------------For years MIT has received large contributions from a 501(c)(3) private foundation run and
funded by Jeffry and Barbara Picower of Florida (Picower Foundation). For years 2001 thru 2005 MIT
received about ten million dollars each year from the Picower Foundation and in later years have
received 200,000 a year. The five ten million dollar donations were used to fund and build a new
building for a brain institute (re)named the Picower Institute for Learning and Memory and a large
portrait of Jeffry and Barbara Picower was hung in its lobby.
Jeffry Picower has emerged from obscurity into the limelight in 2009. He has been identified as a
Madoff insider with what is delicately termed 'special access' to Bernie by the Madoff Trustee. He has
been named by the Wall Street Journal as one of eight Madoff insiders that criminal investigators are
looking at. He has been sued by the Madoff Trustee (Irving Picard) for return of 5.1 billion dollars cash
that he received from Madoff, far more net cash than anyone else is known to have received from the
Madoff ponzi. The money Picower received, including funds received by the Picower Foundation, are
characterized by the Madoff Trustee as "other people's money", in essence stolen money. And as is
now known it was stolen, at least in part, from other non-profits and charities! About 1% of the 5.1
billion in stolen/ponzi Picower money is now sitting on the MIT campus in the form of building 46 and
endowed professorships of those who occupy it.
It turns out that all of the Picower Foundation assets were invested with Bernie Madoff and had
been for many years, so a review of the annual 990 filings of the Picower Foundation gives a window
into Madoff and how honestly the Picower Foundation was run by Jeffry and Barbara Picower. (990's
list Barbara Picower as the Executive Director at 50 hr/week and Jeffry Picower as Trustee at 25
hr/week, but Jeffry Picower states in his recent (7/31/09) court filing that he was the trustee "charged
with making investment decisions" for the foundation.)

'Madoff' in the Picower Foundation 990's
Do the Picower Foundation 990's mention Madoff? Some do. The 2001 filing shows 70% of the
foundations assets residing at "B. Madoff" (no address). In later filings 'Madoff' is not associated with
assets, but it does show up several times in the form of 'Ruth Madoff'. The grantee list contains entries
like this: "Queens College Foundation, Ms. Ruth Madoff, $5,000". Here we have Jeffry & Barbara
Picower providing little kickbacks to Madoff in the form of small (for them) donations to Ruth's
college alumni fund or the Madoff cancer charity.
Review of Picower Foundation's 990s
I recently reviewed all seven the 990 filings of the Picower Foundation (2001 thru 2007) that are
available from Foundation Center (990's resource center), focusing on the investment performance of
its half billion or so portfolio. The Foundation's portfolio is totally different from Madoff's famous
split-strike strategy portfolio he used with most clients, which combined rapid trading of blue chip
stocks with S&P 100 options. The 990's portray the Picower Foundation portfolio to be a simple,
conventional blue chip/bond portfolio (no options) with typically two dozen or so large stocks that
slowly turn over mixed with treasury bonds for risk reduction.
According to the Madoff Trustee Picower had such 'special access' to Bernie Madoff that Madoff
crafted (with lots of Picower input alleges the Madoff Trustee) a 'buy and hold' portfolio exclusively
for Picower's several accounts including the Picower Foundation account. Picower in his recent court
filing also characterizes his Madoff portfolios as "buy and hold". It is now known, of course, that
Picower's 'buy and hold' portfolios were all part of the Madoff ponzi and that no stocks were ever
bought. At the end of 2007 the Picower Foundation's 990 shows it as having assets of nearly one billion
dollars, so it was a major component of the ponzi.
Using the 990 forms I have tracked the performance of the Picower Foundation portfolio (2001
thru 2007). It's easy. It took me no more than a couple of hours using just a printer and calculator. All
the equity is listed alphabetically, fits on a single page, and is in the same format on each 990. The
value of each stock on the last day of the year is given along with purchase date, cost basis, and
unrealized gain/loss. A list of realized gains and losses is also included. In some years there was no
equity buying or selling at all.
Prior to my analysis of the Picower Foundation 990's the only mention I have seen in the press of
the Picower Foundation 990's is by a serious Madoff researcher who writes under the name Mrs
Panstreppon, here, ("Bernie Madoff: Anomalies in the Picower Foundation 990s", July 16, 2009). She
noticed that four stocks bought in 2005 increased in value by 44% (62 million dollar gain) by the end
of the year, but it turns out this was only the tip of the iceberg.
Portfolio performance (as measured by) total assets
If one looks only at the bottom line of the Picower Foundation portfolios, there is no evidence of
excess returns. When the market tanked in 2001 and 2002, the portfolio contracted from about 700
million in 2000 to 482 million at the end of 2002. In the market recovery years of 2003-2005 the
portfolio recovered, but weakly as in these years it was more heavily into bonds. At the end of 2006 the
market value of the Picower Foundation portfolio was 686 million, which was less than it had been six
years earlier. Of course, some of the reduction in assets is due to grants, but this was not the dominant
factor as grants in some years were in the 2% to 3% range rising to a little over 5% in years when MIT
was getting 10 million a year. The portfolio value did significantly grow in 2007 (to 958 million), but
40 million of this was a contribution by Jeffry Picower (of Madoff cash, no doubt). With its relatively

small number of stocks and concentrated positions some volatility in such a portfolio is to be expected
and the 2007 bounce was due to strong performance from several stocks that were shown in the
portfolio as bought in earlier years.
Little red flags
If someone just looked at box I on page 1 ('Fair market value of all assets at end of year') of the
Picower Foundation 990's and its variation over the years, there was little to indicate that its investment
portfolio was not just what it pretended to be: a long term buy and hold, conventional large stock/bond
portfolio with mediocre performance. However, a little closer look at the portfolio does reveal some
strange anomalies, some little red flags.
For example, in 2001 two sales of Citigroup Inc are shown with a 710% gain in just seven months.
(I don't think so babe!) It might be suggested that this entry is just mislabeled and refers not to
Citigroup stock, but to Citigroup options. Nope, I quote from Picower's recent filing with the court,
"The Defendants BLMIS (Madoff) account statements during the years referenced in the Complaint did
not reflect any options trading."
Occasionally some stocks just pop up in the 990 portfolios showing a purchase date years earlier,
but they are not listed as being in the portfolio on earlier years' 990's. For example, in 2002 CarMax
shows up with a 11/28/01 purchase date, but it's not in the 2001 portfolio. In 2003 Cavco shows up
with the same 11/28/01 purchase date, but it's not in the 2001 or 2002 portfolio. In 2004 Eagle
Materials shows up (twice), again with the same 11/28/01 purchase date, but it's not in the 2001, 2002
or 2003 portfolio. Finally in 2007 American Inter Group shows up with a 12/26/00 purchase date, but
it's not in any of the earlier 990's. Did anybody at MIT or the Picower Foundation notice these (let's be
polite and call them) portfolio anomalies?
Flashing red flag --- Short term (unrealized) gains
However, if anyone had thought years earlier to ask the simple question:
How did newly purchased stocks perform?
then a totally different picture of the Picower Foundation portfolio performance emerges. Now the
performance is spectacular, well it's beyond spectacular, its outrageously spectacular. It is for all
practical purposes (a good engineering term) statistically impossible. It's not how stocks perform, it's
been rigged.
It's important to understand that 990 Forms are not filed with the IRS until well into the next year
(if a three month extension is filed, which it sometimes was, this can be as late as Nov). So 990's
investment performance for each year is reported to the IRS well after the year has ended. Therefore
the place to look for account fraud is in the performance of stocks acquired during the year, because
here choice of stock and purchase date could potentially be made after the end of year when
performance of all stocks are known. So this is where I looked, and sure enough what I found in
Picower Foundation 990's portfolio results short term (2001 to 2007) is clearly fraudulent.
My findings
In seven years (2001 thru 2007) there were a total of 27 stock purchases, and going through them I
found that not one (not one!) of the 27 stocks went down between its purchase date and the end of its
first year (Dec 31)! Every stock increased in value in the following months with gains ranging from
14% to 127%. What are the odds? The worst performer in all 27 purchases had a very nice increase of

14% in a few months! The average increase on all 27 purchases was an astounding 50% on stocks held
just a few months!
Why, you may ask, if many millions of dollars were added to the portfolio by having all the
purchases apparently backdated and fraudulent, why is the long term performance of the portfolio so
mediocre? After the first year if a stock remained in the portfolio, as it usually did, then the market
determined its future valuation. What happened was the pump up of the portfolio with backdated short
term gains was not sufficient to overcome the long term drag caused by poor stock selection and poorly
time changes in the equity/bond ratio. So while the Picower Foundation's portfolio's performance long
term was poor to mediocre, my findings show it was not from want of trying by Madoff/Picower. They
pumped as much phony gain short term into the portfolio as they could, but in the end they were just
not able to fully control the valuation of a portfolio that Picower wanted to put forward as 'buy and
hold'.
I will mail a paper copy of the equity pages from seven years of 990's with all the equity purchases
highlighted in yellow, but for now here is a brief summary of what I found:
2001 --- nine stocks bought. Here are the gains on these individual stocks during 2001.
+38 %
+53 %
+24 %
+22 %
+48 %
+18 %
+30 %
+28 %
+30 %
At the end of 2001, it's 9 for 9.
2004 (in 2002 and 2003 no stocks were bought) --- two stocks bought. Here are the gains on
these individual stocks during 2004.
+107 %
+87 %
At the end of 2004, it's 11 for 11.
2005 --- four stocks bought. Here are the gains on these individual stocks during 2005.
+27 %
+77 %
+46 %
+38 %
At the end of 2005, it's 15 for 15.
2006 --- six stocks bought. Here are the gains on these individual stocks during 2006.
+127 %
+31 %
+35 %
+28 %
+30 %
+63 %

At the end of 2006, it's 21 for 21.
2007 --- six stocks bought. Here are the gains on these individual stocks during 2007.
+122 %
+40 %
+65 %
+63 %
+14 %
+88 %
At the end of 2007, it's 27 for 27.
Talk about consistency! Did anyone at MIT, at the Picower Institute for Learning and Memory or
at the MIT financial office, or the director or any trustee of the Picower Foundation ever notice this
barely believable short term investment record that got less and less believable every year? Did MIT
make any effort to vet Jeffry Picower? Did MIT have any idea what the source of his wealth was? Or
was MIT blinded by someone dangling a 50 million dollar pledge under its nose?
How to explain these phenomenal short term gains?
How to explain these phenomenal short term gains? The odds of picking 27 winners in a row
approaches metaphysical zero, so I explain it by saying the stocks purchased and purchase dates on the
990's were obviously chosen after the year was over. The portfolio shows obvious signs of backdating,
the gains were simply fabricated. Backdating, of course, along with other illegal account
manipulations, is precisely what the Madoff Trustee (Picard), based on a forensic analysis of Madoff
files, has charged Picower with being complicit in in his various Madoff accounts. Of Picower's
accounts in general the Madoff Trustee found Picower's account records to be "patently false on (their)
face".
But isn't Madoff, not Picower, responsible for the backdating fraud? Not according to the Madoff
Trustee (Picard). In his suit against Picower he alleges that Picower "dominated" his Madoff accounts
and "directed purported purchases and sales of securities within (his) accounts".
I have now confirmed this backdating pattern extends to the Picower Foundation account records
for years 2001 thru 2007. But let me note a crucial difference:
The Madoff Trustee got access to all the Madoff/Picower records and revealed the illegal account
manipulations in Picower accounts only in 2009, but the 990 Picower Foundation filings, with their
strong hints of portfolio fraud, have been widely available in the public domain for years.
Jeffry Picower in his recent filing to the court provides us with his explanation of the performance
record of his various Madoff accounts. He says Benie was a great stock picker and overall gains were
not out of line with results achieved by some high risk hedge funds. That's it, that's his explanation, he
sees no fraud. So based on his response to the attack on him by the Madoff Trustee, I ask the question
of the name over the door, portrait on the wall, major MIT donor boy Jeffry Picower. Is Jeffry Picower
a) insane? or
b) senile? or
c) nitwit? or
d) complete slimeball, who is going down for his role as an insider
in the largest financial fraud of all time, very likely with charges

of tax evasion?
I'm betting the answer is d).
MIT's defense?
If MIT ever decides to speak to what has turned out be (in essence) their taking more than 50
million dollars in stolen money from the Picower Foundation, their explanation is likely to be
something like this. The Picower Foundation at the time was a well known private foundation, and its
record of grantees over the years include a huge number of large reputable institutions.
My response is, this is absolute true. While many of the grantees of the Picower Foundation are
small and relatively unknown, it is true that the grantee list includes iconic NY institutions like the
American Ballet Theatre, Metropolitan Museum of Art, and the NY Public Library and even Beth
Israel Deaconess Hospital, part of Harvard Medical School. However, for years 2001 thru 2005 when
MIT was receiving 10 million a year from Picower the other institutions in most cases were only
receiving 100 to 200 thousand (1% to 2% of what MIT received). So while all bear some responsibility
for taking tainted Madoff/Picower money, as I see it MIT as the major grantee of the Picower
Foundation in recent years bears most of the responsibility.
What's to be done --- pull a Boesky?
So what's to be done? Of course, one possible solution is return the 50 million to the Madoff
Trustee for distribution to Madoff investors, which includes other non-profits and charities.
Another possible (ass covering) solution is suggested by how the Jewish Theological Seminary
handled a somewhat similar situation with Ivan Boesky in the 1980's. Boesky had donated 2 million to
Jewish Theological Seminary for a library, and they named it after him. When Boesky turned out to be
a crook and got fined 100 million dollars (eventually he was dragged off to jail) for insider trading, the
Seminary had a little problem. Their solution was to get 'permission' from Boesky to rename the
library. "The bronze letters that spell out the Boesky name on the library building at the seminary
campus at 3080 Broadway, at 122d Street, will be removed shortly, the (Jewish Theological Seminary)
officials said." (NYT 11/26/86)
Has MIT given Barbara or Jeffry Picower a call? How about calling Boston developer Norman B.
Leventhal, who has been a Picower Foundation trustee all these years and in whose name MIT graduate
fellowships (funded by the Picower Foundation) have been awarded.
Don Fulton
MIT 64
Sept 11, 2009
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